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Brighton-based photographer fuses chaos with magic in a site-specific installation in the
kitchen of Brighton’s Regency Town House.
New exhibition captures transformation into the ‘New Skin’ of motherhood

Photographer Amelia Shepherd’s installation exploring motherhood takes over the kitchen of The Regency Town
House in Brighton in October, as part of the free city-wide Brighton Photo Fringe Festival.
‘New Skin’ documents Shepherd’s explosive burst into the new world of parenthood where boundaries between
night and day, joy and despair, elation and exhaustion are confused.

The exhibition playfully explores the domestic space of motherhood and its everyday absurdities through a series of
distinctively crafted installation pieces that exploit the quirks and character of the kitchen at The Regency Town House.
A photographic house of cards balances the fragility of her new identity on a kitchen table, imprinted crockery and tea

towels display the domestic on a dresser, and the everyday idiosyncrasies of a toddler are delicately suspended in
frames across a fireplace.
Amelia said: “As an artist and a mother I’ve experienced a constant pull between my domestic and creative worlds.
“Nothing is where it should be. I find oranges squashed into a banana case, camera lenses in the tuppaware cupboard
and my son tumbling head first from the washing machine.
“In this exhibition I have tried to explore the physical, emotional and psychological shifts in my new identity through
images and texts - arranged around the domestic setting of this kitchen gallery.
“My aim is to represent motherhood in new ways, reflecting what it means to be a mother today.”

NOTES TO EDITORS
‘New Skin’ is open from 1-30 October Thurs - Sun 12.00 - 18.30
10 Regency Town House, Basement, Brunswick Square, Hove BN3 1EH
Private View: Friday 7 October 18.30 - 20.30
Amelia Shepherd is an award winning freelance photographic artist from Brighton who creates collaborative
and innovative installations engaging with individuals and communities. More of Amelia's work here.
Brighton Photo Fringe is a collaborative platform hosting a year round programme of events and a biennial citywide fringe festival in October running alongside the Brighton Photo Biennial.
The Regency Town House is a Grade I historic Brighton townhouse, now a museum, gallery and heritage centre.
IMAGES - contact info@ameliashepherd.com for more images and information. 07800 527989

